SCABBING DONE
THE LIBERAL WAY

by Phineas Israel

The Great Liberal Fog still shrouded Berkeley on Monday. But the Third World strike was in its fourth day, but the stumbling mists of student marchers marched to the beat of a racial drum.

They snarled, like HYMS told them to. They scuffled, like Reagan told them to. They scuffled, like their parents told them to.

Scene 1: A spacy looking student walked up to a black chick who’s leashing. The white dyke held her arms militantly and asked: Are those leashes in favor of the strikers? Yes, of course, of the strikers/beer bong rape.

Night: Dyke spills in striker’s face.

Scene 2: A white male student checks out an outline for a black studies department and asks his friend, how could there be enough Black Power to fill up an entire course.

Scene 3: A noted radical pro-

BOOOOM!

For all the “uninvolved” who think the Third World strike at Cal does not affect them, don’t be so sure. The Third World Liberation Front had this to say on Wednesday morning:

“You’re sitting on a leg of democracy, and not only are they going to affect you, it’s gonna blow your motherfuckin’ head off.

The Third World Liberation Front lectures a strike Convocation on the injustice of the Third World demands and why every student should support the strike. Last Wednesday, on the first day of the strike, the noted radical professor held class.

Scene 4: A white-balled-dude jack handles a couple of black students in front of Sather Gate. The Jack accuses the Afro-American Student Union of blustering an offensive strike. No more bladder, he pleads.

Scene 5: The Faculty, for the Fog, “You say you want a revolution—well, you know, we all want to change the world”. But even on Monday it was clear that the Third World Liberation Front may yet blow the Hoagy Fog out of the Berkeley atmosphere.

“We’ve just played a people’s disease,” a TWLF spokesman told HAB. “We’ve got a lot of pigs cards we haven’t yet turned over.”

Two representatives of the Front had a long rap with HAB on Monday. They asked not to be identified by name because of “all the harassment we’ve been getting from the pigs.” Like threatening phone calls and similar shit.

The TWLF leaders were imprudent in their sense of unity. There are no black demands anymore, no Chico demands or African-American demands. There are only Third World demands, the fight for a Third World college.

One of the slogans is in perfectly irrelevant unless it addresses HAB to solving the problems of our community.”

A heavy part of Third World problems in this country a leader explained, is that the pigs being an extension of this Uni-

Germ warfare research is being conducted in the chemistry department, charged, it’s for use in riot control, “to participate in the riots” he asked in a tone that barely masked a plan of mass destruction.

Many professors are here to have their blood shed off our problems,” he went on, referring to all the shit that’s handed out about how the University is helpless and unable to solve the socalled Urban Crisis.

The University is concerned with repression and analyzing the problem in black ghettos, Chicano Barricades, and student, and ends its involvement at that level.

The Third World College will not end at that level. The College’s professors will be responsible to the Third World community. Student will be participating fully in the community.”

But First, he emphasized, “To be relevant we must have the power to determine our own destinies.

“Minority people should have the right to participate in the World people to beg to stay in school.”

The Front’s representative described how, when he first came to Cal, he was told by the white faculty and administrators, “You

AFT 1570
SORT OF SUPPORTS

by Jerry Popkin

Berkeley’s TA union, AFT 1570, took every action except tocollect strike to support the TWLF student strike this week.

At strike meeting, Monday night, a motion to strike was defeated by a narrow margin. The vote was 52 to 48, 68 opposed, A strike motion requires a two-thirds majority. A switch of two votes would have made the difference.

Union president Cune Balbach said afterward, “We accept the decision of the members.”

While the strikers were meeting, the pigs again did their occupation hit around Sather Gate. Cases of empty boxes were involved in the strike meeting escorted the pigs away. Another run takes place.

They said the picket could never build. Today one chick exclaimed, “The strike has scolded.”
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AFT 1570 asked all members to hold classes off campus for the
THIRD WORLD PAMPHLET WILL MAKE IT CLEAR

much spite of the impression fostered by the straight talk, the issues are being discussed in the stitch and Roker Third World Liberation Front.

a pamphlet entitled "The Strike Explained" is in its second printing and a four-page booklet is being distributed by the TWL on campus.

Both publications list the five strike demands and contain extensive statements and advice. The TWL explains the nature and significance of the demands. The TWL pamphlet also includes a section on what to do if one is arrested.

The pamphlet explains the concept of the TWL, the TWL's policy, the TWL's relationship to the Third World Liberation Front, and the TWL's position on the strike. The pamphlet also contains advice on what to do if one is arrested.
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STRIKE FEVER
By Phinas Israeli

Strike fever hit Berkeley Wednesday and the blaze has hardly begun.

Wave after wave of striking students marched around and through the UC campus shouting slogans of defiance at pigs and scabs alike.

Exactly one week after the Third World Liberation Front began a strike for self-determination the campus came alive with the rhythms of revolution.

As Manuel Gomez, a Chicano leader from Hayward State, was
to say later in the afternoon:
"Respond humanly, think creatively and continue to have tension in your guts.

Because that's living, that's living!"

The TWLF policy of gradually building the strike with as much white support as possible began to pay off at high noon.

A few minutes earlier, the pigs invaded the campus. They drove a peaceful picket line at the main entrance to the campus and then took up positions there at Bancroft and Telly. Soon they were stationed at Sather Gate and Wheeler Hall as well.

Thousands of students, stunned by the sudden swine occupation, milled around the unwanted officers, waiting to see what would happen.

At one o'clock it happened. Hundreds of students -- black, brown, yellow and white -- emerged from a Third World Convocation in Room 11, Wheeler Hall.

Row after row, they marched through Sather Gate, their fists raised in unity, chanting On Strike! Shut it Down.

It was like magic. Hundreds of white students joined the line. Suddenly people knew who their brothers were and what they had to do.

The endless line circled Sproul Hall and came back through the center of campus. The pigs didn't dare get in the people's way.

The students then improved their path by promenading down Bancroft in front of the University. On and on the crowd paraded,ading Dwinelle Hall, a huge classroom building, to its route.

A squad of bewildered pigs emerged from the Sproul Hall basement to show the flag in Dwinelle. But the line had already moved on. Nearly two thousand strong, the students strode through Parrows Hall, another classroom container, to confront the scabs with the reality of the strike.

Mobile and disciplined, proud and determined, the march of the strikers shook the campus to the bones of student apathy and ignorance.

In an hour's time a mass movement had gotten itself together at Cal. The patterns of the struggle at SF State now design the images of UC Berkeley.

The beautiful march ended in a convocation in Pauley Ballroom. Third World speakers told exactly where the strike was at.

"The people are not asking for anything," Don Davis, a black spokesman for the TWLF said, "They are demanding what is theirs."

"We have nothing but our minds and our bodies," Davis said, "and we will put them on the line and stop this machine. It has to be stopped."

Jeff Leong, another TWLF spokesman, denounced the Administration's claim that it cannot find the bread for a Third World College.

Twenty-two million dollars has been appropriated, Leong charged, for the University's Urban Crisis Program. Only $400,000 from that sum will be used for community work, he claimed, and the rest would go for research and scholarship.

"We want that money," Leong demanded. "We know how to use it."

Earlier in the beautiful day BARB had a short interview with plainclothes pig at Sather Gate. He said that the police had occupied Wheeler Hall because they had gotten a tip that a firebomb had been thrown into it.

"The police were disrupting the classes," he said, because they had to get the students out in case Wheeler was going to burn. Our officer of the law failed to mention that none of the pigs saw it as their duty to warn the Third World convocation going on in Wheeler that they might be about to fry.

But then the dedicated cop asked us a question. "Have you ever seen Hogan's Heroes, the television show?" he inquired.

"There's a big fat German sergeant in the show who keeps saying, 'I know nothing, I know nothing.'"

"Well, that's my position," he explained. "I know nothing, except what I'm told."

Everybody on campus Wednesday knew that Heyns had made a crucial mistake, The Machiavellian Manipulator called the pigs on campus at a time when the Third World was meeting in Wheeler, far from the madding crowd.

And the pigs themselves looked bewildered and disoriented. They stood in their circles pretending they were elsewhere. Mobs of previously non-striking students clustered around the occupying army.

At times it seemed as if the students thought if they waited long enough the pigs would simply see p. 27
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can't make it here.'"

But the black faculty said to him, "I know you can make it here." He flunked out the first quarter, but now has a solid 3.5 grade point average. The point, he told us, is that he always had the potential to learn, but the white man was not exactly eager to help

KRISHNA MURTI

World renowned philosopher, author and teacher, J. Krishnamurti, will deliver his last series of public talks in the United States in Berkeley next week. His talks, at the Berkeley Community Theater, on February 3, 4, 5, and 6 will begin at 8 pm and will be broadcast live by the series' sponsor, KPFA-FM (94.1).

Since 1924, Krishnamurti has been travelling continuously all over the world, speaking with large audiences and individuals from all walks of life on the almost overwhelming social and personal problems which confront us all.

His talks in Berkeley will conclude a year of extensive public engagements which began in India, ranged through the major cities of Europe, and have included such engagements in the United States as Brandeis University, The New School for Social Research in New York, and the Claremont Colleges in Southern California.

For further information, contact Michael Korman, Promotion Director, KPFA, 2207 Shattuck Ave., Berkeley, Calif., 94704. (415) 848-6767.
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get the message and doubletime it off campus. And at times it seemed as if the students regarded the cops as new toys to play with, although it wasn't clear just how the game went.

But in the end the pigs were escorted off campus by a mob of students incensed at the Chancellor's unwanted gift.

Though Heyns certainly pulled a boner, it had to come. The people are committed to liberation, the oppressors to repression.

The same power structure which ordered the brutalization of the striking students at SF State, on Wednesday ordered its armed servants to block off Sather Gate.

There is a new sense of struggle in the air at Cal. A mature, determined student movement is striving to complete its embryonic journey.

"We're not here just to fight," Jeff Leong said. "We're here to win."
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